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1 Software versions 
KNX IQ 4.23 contains the following software versions: 

• VISION App 0.17 / VISION Server 0.1.12 

2 VISION App 0.17 / Server 0.1.12 
New features 

#2388: ETS object function description for system datapoints 
#2757: ETS object function description 
#2805: In-App system update (update the product remotely from within the App) 
#2808: Android/iOS PUSH notifications 

Improvements 

#1116: Improved pairing with QR code scan and CLOUD based pairing process 
#2010: Improved element thermostat / thermostat logic preference menu label wording 
#2765: German language grammatically improvements (for example: Regen/Kein Regen --> Regen/kein 
Regen) 
#2799: Product factory reset should also reset the programmed ETS data 
#2840: Improved slider control to reach min/max value also if outside of defined value step grid 
#2848: Allow the specification of the IP port and the IP address of a device for pairing/connecting in local 
network 
#2853: Limit slider tick steps count in element custom slider to max. 100 to avoid performance issues 
#2855: Improved custom slider measure unit font size to support also characters aligned on top (for 
example degree "°") 
#2875: Block forced import of files with wrong file suffix in Windows file open dialog (file name and suffix 
can be entered manually in the file open dialog) 
#2878: Add application version in Windows application window title bar 
#2879: Show in GUI that an ETS operation is ongoing in ETS MODE (Download/upload etc.) 
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#2886: Improved automatically resize of the application on Windows by considering the taskbar 
#2901: Improve thermostat/thermostat logic heating/cooling preference parameters, with new possibility 
to enable/disable GUI heating/cooling switch button 
#2955: Save time schedules with an empty task list should not be possible 
#2976: Allow pairing devices with empty field “name” to retrieve the name through successful pairing from 
the device 
#2996: Search field in element room background picture selection is reset when leaving the selection list 
#3025: Update the App directly on detected incompatibility by redirecting to the according app store / play 
store page 
#3054: when selecting a device from the network scan list the already entered name shall not be replaced 
with the name of the selected device 
#3064: Notification preference page layout improvements 
#3104: Show QR-Code and numerical code simultaneously when starting a pairing process 
Minor improvements 

Bugfixes 

#2814: Disabling plugin "astronomical clock" does not delete created astronomical clock tasks 
#2836: DPT6.010 (-128 - 127) values not send to bus correctly 
#2873: Sequence button learning timeout animation restarts in GUI if the sequence detail view is closed 
and re-opened 
#2887: On Android devices updated to Android 11+ the App freezes when trying to write log files 
#2899: Schedule editor validity date is not correctly updated in date from/to tumbler 
#2949: If first room is set to be invisible clicking on the according room element in homepage does not 
open the according rooms page 
#2950: Favourites navigation button not removed if all rooms which contain elements added to favourites 
are deleted 
#2953: Thermostat operation mode ON-OFF does not write values for command "OFF" to the bus 
#2959: Wrong ETS communication object index order for command/status: command should be first, status 
should get the next higher index 
#2990: Thermostat logic command and according status group objects linked into same group address in 
ETS result in sending status in endless loop (operation mode, setpoint, output, heating/cooling) 
#2991: If lock UI is triggered to lock an element the according opened detail view is not closed 
#3011: Email notification does not work with GMX accounts 
#3036: Element functions loose datapoint linking after re-doing ETS import 
#3038: Wrong status/command group address linking using ETS import rules when identical key words are 
used in several group addresses 
#3081: Network scan does not work on Android11+/iOS14+ 
#3113: When cloning a room the limit for elements of type thermostat logic is not respected 
Minor bugfixes 
 

3 IQ Launcher 1.0 r57 
#2321: Introduce Update Tool 
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4 KNXIQ DCA 0.0.1.2 
#2823 Improve removed/renamed group objects handling in the DCA when re-importing data 
#3068 Remove Windows.Forms dependency 
 
 


